Facial expressions of emotion are not culturally universal
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Since Darwin’s seminal works, the universality of facial expressions of emotion has remained one of the longest standing debates in the biological and social sciences. Briefly stated, the universality hypothesis claims that all humans communicate six basic internal emotional states (happy, surprise, fear, disgust, anger, and sad) using the same facial movements by virtue of their biological and evolutionary origins [Susskind JM, et al. (2008) Nat Neurosci 11:843–850]. Here, we refute this assumed universality. Using a unique computer graphics platform that combines generative grammars [Chomsky N (1965) MIT Press, Cambridge, MA] with visual perception, we accessed the mind’s eye of 30 Western and Eastern culture individuals and reconstructed their mental representations of the six basic facial expressions of emotion. Cross-cultural comparisons of the mental representations challenge universality on two separate counts. First, whereas Westerners represent each of the six basic emotions with a distinct set of facial movements common to the group, Easterners do not. Second, Easterners represent emotional intensity with distinctive dynamic eye activity. By refuting the long-standing universality hypothesis, our data highlight the powerful influence of culture on shaping basic behaviors once considered biologically hardwired. Consequently, our data open a unique nature–nurture debate across broad fields from evolutionary psychology and social neuroscience to social networking via digital avatars.

Six Basic Emotions Are Not Universal. To test the universality hypothesis directly, we used a unique computer graphics platform (18) that combines the power of generative grammars (19, 20) with the subjectivity of visual perception to genuinely reconstruct the mental representations of basic facial expressions in individual observers (see also refs. 21, 22). Mental representations reflect the past visual experiences and the future expectations of the individual observer. A cross-cultural comparison of the mental representations of the six basic expressions therefore provides a direct test of their universality.

Results

Representation of Emotional Intensity Varies Across Cultures. To identify where and when in the face each culture represents emotional intensity, we compared the models of expression representation according to how facial movements covaried with perceived emotional intensity. We reverse correlated (23) the random facial movements with the emotion response (e.g., happy) that these random facial movements elicited (Materials and Methods; Model Fitting) (18). In total, we computed 180 models of facial expression representations per culture (15 observers × 6 emotions × 2 race of face). Each model comprised a 41-dimensional vector coding a composition of facial muscles—one dimension per muscle group, with six parameters coding its temporal dynamics and a set of intensity gradients coding how these dynamics change with perceived intensity (Materials and Methods; Model Fitting).

The universality hypothesis predicts that, in each culture, these mental models will form six distinct clusters—one per basic emotion, because each emotion is expressed using a specific combination of facial movements common to all humans. In addition, the mental models should also represent similar signaling of emotional intensity across cultures. Our data demonstrate cultural divergence on both counts.
emotional intensity across time (Materials and Methods, Model Fitting). Fig. 3 summarizes the results (blue, WC; red, EA; P < 0.05). The temporal dynamics of the models revealed culture-specific representation of emotional intensity, as mirrored by popular culture EA emoticons: In EA, (^^^) is happy and (><>) is angry (see also Movie S2 for examples of culture-specific use of the eyes and mouth). The red face regions in Fig. 3 show that EA models represent emotion intensity primarily with early movements of the eyes in happy, fear, disgust, and anger, whereas WC models represent emotional intensity with other parts of the face.

Discussion

Using a FACS-based random facial expression generator and reverse correlation, we reconstructed 3D dynamic models of the six basic facial expressions of emotion in Western Caucasian and East Asian cultures. Analysis of the models revealed clear cultural specificity both in the groups of facial muscles and the temporal dynamics representing basic emotions. Specifically, cluster analysis showed that Western Caucasians represent the six basic emotions each with a distinct set of facial muscles. In contrast, the East Asian models showed less distinction, characterized by considerable overlap between emotion categories, particularly for surprise, fear, disgust, and anger. Cross-cultural analysis of the temporal dynamics of the models showed cultural specificity where (in the face) and when facial expressions convey emotional intensity. Together, our results show that facial expressions of emotion are culture specific, refuting the notion that human emotion is universally represented by the same set of six distinct facial expression signals.

To understand the implications of our results, it is important to first highlight the fundamental relationship between the perception and production of facial expressions. Specifically, the facial movements perceived by observers reflect those produced in their social environment because signals designed for communication (and therefore recognition) are those perceived by the observer. That is, one would question the logic and adaptive value of an expressive signal that the receiver could not or does not perceive. Thus, the models reconstructed here reflect the experiences of individual observers interacting with their social environment and provide predictive information to guide cognition and behavior. These dynamic mental representations, therefore, reflect both the past experiences and future expectations of basic facial expressions in each culture.

Cultural specificity in the facial expression models therefore likely reflects differences in the facial expression signals transmitted and encountered by observers in their social environment. For example, cultural differences in the communication of emotional intensity could reflect the operation of culture-specific display rules (25) on the transmission (and subsequent experience) of facial expressions in each cultural context. For example, East Asian models of fear, disgust, and anger show characteristic early signs of emotional intensity with the eyes, which are under less voluntary control than the mouth (26), reflecting restrained facial behaviors as predicted by the literature (27). Similarly, culture-specific dialects (28) or accents (29) would diversify basic facial expression signals across cultures, giving rise to cultural hallmarks of facial behavior. For example, consider the “happy” models in Fig. 3—East Asian models show a more early increased activation of the orbicularis oculi muscle, pars lateralis (action unit 6) which typifies “genuine” smiles (26, 30).

Are the six basic emotions universal? We show that six clusters are optimal to characterize the Western Caucasian facial expression models, thus supporting the view that human emotion is composed of six basic categories (24, 31–33). However, our data show that this organization of emotions does not extend to East Asians, questioning the notion that these six basic emotion categories are universal. Rather, our data reflect that the six basic emotions (i.e., happy, surprise, fear, disgust, anger, and sad) are inadequate to accurately represent the conceptual space of emotions in East Asian culture and likely neglect fundamental emotions such as shame (34), pride (35), or guilt (36). Although beyond the scope of the current paper, such questions can now be addressed with our platform by constructing a more diverse range of facial expression models that accurately reflect social communication in different cultures beyond the six basic categories reported in the literature.

In sum, our data directly show that across cultures, emotions are expressed using culture-specific facial signals. Although some basic facial expressions such as fear and disgust (2) originally served as an adaptive function when humans “existed in a much lower and animal-like condition” (ref. 1, p. 19), facial expression signals have since evolved and diversified to serve the primary role of emotion communication during social interaction. As a result, these once biologically hardwired and universal signals have been molded by the diverse social ideologies and practices of the cultural groups who use them for social communication.

Materials and Methods

Observers. We screened and recruited 15 Western Caucasian (European, six males, mean age 21.3 y, SD 1.2 y) and 15 East Asian (Chinese, seven males, mean age 22.9 y, SD 1.3 y). All EA observers had newly arrived in a Western country (mean residence 5.2 mo, SD 0.94 mo) with International English Language Testing System score ≥ 6.0 (competent user). All observers had minimal experience of other cultures (as assessed by questionnaire; SI Observer Questionnaire), normal or corrected-to-normal vision, gave written informed consent, and were paid £6/h in an ethically approved experiment.
Stimuli. On each experimental trial, a 4D photorealistic facial animation generator (18) randomly selected, from 41 core action units (AUs) (37), a subsample of AUs from a binomial distribution \( n = 5, P = 0.6, \text{median} = 3 \). For each AU, the generator selected random values for each of the six temporal parameters (onset/peak/offset latency, peak amplitude, acceleration, and deceleration) from a uniform distribution. We generated time courses for each AU using a cubic Hermite spline interpolation (five control points, 30 time frames). To generate unique identities on each trial, we first obtained eight neutral expression identities per race (white WC: four female, mean age 23 y, SD 4.1 y; Chinese EA: four female, mean age 22.1 y, SD 0.99 y) under the same conditions of illumination (2,600 lx) and recoding distance (143 cm; Dimensional Imaging) (38). Before recording, posers removed any makeup, facial hair, visible jewelry, and/or glasses, and removed the visibility of head hair using a cap. We then created, for each race of face, two independent “identity spaces” for each sex using the correspondent subset of base identities and the shape distributions of illumination (2,600 lx) and recoding distance (143 cm; Dimensional Imaging) (38). We defined all points in the identity space by a \([4 \text{identities} \times 1]\) unit vector, where each entry corresponded to the weights assigned to each individual identity in a linear mixture. We then randomly selected each unit vector from a uniform distribution and constructed the neutral base shape and RGB texture accordingly. Finally, we retargeted the selected temporal dynamic parameters for each AU onto the identity created and rendered all facial animations using 3ds Max.

Procedure. Observers viewed stimuli on a black background displayed on a 19-inch flat panel Dell monitor with a refresh rate of 60 Hz and resolution of 1,024 \( \times \) 1,280. Stimuli appeared in the central visual field and remained visible until the observer responded. A chin rest ensured a constant viewing distance of 68 cm, with images subtending 14.25° (vertical) and 10.08° (horizontal) of visual angle, reflecting the average size of a human face (39) during natural social interaction (40). We randomized trials within each block and counterbalanced (race of face) blocks across observers in each cultural group. Before the experiment, we established familiarity with the emotion categories by asking observers to provide correct synonyms and descriptions of each emotion category. We controlled stimulus presentation using Matlab 2009b.

Model Fitting. To construct the facial expression models for each observer, emotion, and intensity level, we followed established model fitting procedures (18). First, we performed a Pearson correlation between the binary activation parameter of each AU and the binary response variable for each of the observers’ emotion responses, thus producing a 41-dimensional vector detailing the composition of facial muscles. To model the dynamic component of the models, we then performed a linear regression between each of the binary emotion response variables and the six temporal parameters for

Fig. 2. Cluster analysis and dissimilarity matrices of the Western Caucasian and East Asian models of facial expressions. In each panel, vertical color-coded bars show the \( k \)-means (\( k = 6 \)) cluster membership of each model. Each 41-dimensional model (\( n = 180 \) per culture) corresponds to the emotion category labeled above (30 models per emotion). The underlying gray-scale dissimilarity matrices represent the Euclidean distances between each pair of models, used as inputs to \( k \)-means clustering. Note that, in the Western Caucasian group, the lighter squares along the diagonal indicate higher model similarity within each of the six emotion categories compared with the East Asian models. Correspondingly, \( k \)-means cluster analysis shows that the Western Caucasian models form six emotionally homogenous clusters (e.g., all 30 “happy” models belong to the same cluster, color-coded in purple). In contrast, the East Asian models show considerable model dissimilarity within each emotion category and overlap between categories, particularly for “surprise,” “fear,” “disgust,” “anger,” and “sad” (note the heterogeneous color coding of these models).

Fig. 3. Spatiotemporal location of emotional intensity representation in Western Caucasian and East Asian culture. In each row, color-coded faces show the culture-specific spatiotemporal location of expressive features representing emotional intensity, for each of the six basic emotions. Color coding is as follows: blue, Western Caucasian; red, East Asian, where values reflect the \( t \) statistic. All color-coded regions show a significant \( (P < 0.05) \) cultural difference as indicated by asterisks labeled on the color bar. Note for the EA models (i.e., red face regions), emotional intensity is represented with characteristic early activations.
each AU. To calculate the intensity gradients, we fitted a linear regression model of each AU’s temporal parameters to the observer’s intensity ratings. Finally, to generate movies of the dynamic models, we combined the significantly correlated AUs with the temporal parameters derived from the regression coefficients.

Clustering Analysis and Mutual Information. To ascertain the optimal number of clusters required to map the distribution of the models in each culture, we applied k-means clustering analysis (41) (k = 2–40 inclusive) to the 180 WC and 180 EA models independently and calculated mutual information (41) (MI) for each value of k as follows. We randomly selected 90 models (15 per emotion) and applied k-means clustering analysis (Euclidian distance; 1,000 repetitions). Using the resulting k centroids, we then assigned the remaining 90 models to clusters on the basis of shortest Euclidean distance, and calculated MI, i.e., (model emotion label; cluster). We repeated the computation 100 times, averaged the 100 MI values, and normalized by an ideal MI (i.e., perfect association between cluster and emotion label). Fig. S1 shows the averaged MI for each culture (WC, blue line; EA, red line).
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